
 

Introduction and Background paper 

 is a small solitary raised coral island located just south of the equator with a land 
area of only 21 square km and a population of around 10,000.  Revenues from 

extraction of marine phosphate reserves resulted in Nauru once being the nation with the highest 
per capita income in the world. Nauru also owned several ships handling cargo, passengers and bulk.  
Through unfortunate circumstances Nauru lost her fortunes (including all the ships) and over the 
past several years has become reliant upon donor monies to support its developing economy. Export 
of phosphate deposits from Nauru has also recently regained healthy volumes.   
 
Given Nauru’s location some distance away from its neighbouring ports and regular trade routes, 
and its entire reliance on air and ship transport for its trade in goods and services, an effective, 
reliable and safe operation of Nauru’s port facilities is therefore central to maintaining trade and 
commerce with the outside world. 
 
Nauru is located 0.5S and 167E with nearest island neighbour being Banaba (Ocean Island) 360 km 
away. Distances of neighbouring ports are Tarawa 700 km, Majuro 980 km, and Honiara 1,250 km 
and Suva 2,350 km. 
 
Nauru Ports Authority operates a small port on the west side of the island for the loading and 
unloading of shipping cargo as well as storage of plant and equipment necessary for the ongoing 
operation of the port including the export of phosphate. This port uses a Deep Water Offshore Multi-
point Mooring System and operates a small Boat Harbour basin in the reef just north of the 
moorings. Containers and break bulk are discharged from ship into the 2 Multi-purpose Pusher 
Barges and Raft (towed by one of the pushers) which deliver cargo into the Harbour Basin. Using a 
Mobile Crane up on the harbour basin Wharf, the containers and break bulk are lifted onto the 
waiting Kalmar Forklift and Trucks for transfer to nearby Ports Container Parking areas.   
 
The loading and unloading of containers in Nauru is problematic due to the direct exposure to open 
sea and sometimes inadequate container lifting capacity at the wharf. To compound the problem 
the equipment at the port is in a poor state of repair and container handling efficiency is low. This 
has resulted in comparatively high shipping costs when compared to other Pacific Islands which have 
faster turnaround time.  
 
When heavy westerly weather renders the west-side port too dangerous to discharge cargo, the 
operation is transferred to Anibare Bay - the other side of the island – where underway (drift) 
discharge is performed and cargo towed into the Anibare Community boat harbour.   

 
The Government of Nauru, in line with its 20-year National Sustainable Development Strategy 
(NSDS), specifically with priority goal to “refurbish and develop port infrastructure for vessel 
handling”, fully supports the Nauru Ports Authority and is also instrumental in attracting donor 
funding from countries like Australia, Russia and Japan for progressing the most prioritised ports 
development projects. 
 
Nauru is also a member of the Central Pacific Shipping Commission (CPSC) with its neighbours 
Kiribati, Marshall Islands and Tuvalu. 
 
Nauru’s shipping challenges include:   

 low inbound cargo volumes and no outbound cargo - resulting in high sea freight rates;  

 inadequate Port facilities,  
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 an offshore moorings system which means much slower ship discharge (to barge) and 
transfer to wharf,  

 offshore mooring also susceptible to adverse weather which has resulted in delays in 
discharge of foods, fuels and other supplies;  

 shipping monopoly;  

 high maintenance cost of some deteriorated ports infrastructure;  

 huge and costly Ports Development program. 
 
Nauru currently has the best opportunity with current donors, Australia, Japan and Russia (to name 
a few) and with its partners of the Central Pacific Shipping Commission (CPSC), to materialise the 
solutions to these challenges by: 

 constructing a reef-edge quay wall so cargo ships can berth against the reef edge and 
discharge cargo direct onto the wharf (Japan experts will be doing final survey of the project 
site this month), 

 refurbishing the deteriorated Ports building (commencing this year); 

 purchasing of large forklift and crane with capacity for all lifting requirements (purchases 
already initiated), 

 eliminating monopoly shipping through CPSC developments - by tendering out shipping 
services to result in competitive freight rates and more favourable terms in service 
agreements, 

  bringing in (within the next couple of months) the expert technical assistance to progress 
the priority Ports Development projects, 

 providing proper progressive maritime training for its locals 

 providing proper maintenance to the current offshore mooring system  
 
Nauru Ports Authority management has provided (see attachment) shipping information as 
requested. 
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